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FACILITATOR’S WELCOME

from Owen Hablutzel

Black tents. Hot winds. Goat hair and bamboo walls. Bulbous sandstone formations bursting
from timeless desert sands. Palms rising to blue dusky skies. 120+ Permaculturists from every
continent (but Antarctica), representing nearly 40 countries across our rapidly-changing earth,
are congregating, conferring, cajoling, conversing, conspiring, and mutually inspiring each other
the entire day long, and into the star-soaked desert night… abuzz with activity and dreams.
Welcome reader! This document stands as a collected record of proceedings from the scene
described above--the final day of the four-day long 10th International Permaculture
Convergence in Wadi Rum, Jordan. While the Open Space event was just a day long, well over
fifty separate topic sessions were convened by participants in that period (this is, in fact, nearly
as many sessions as were given in the previous three days of scheduled talks). The majority of
these Open Space sessions are documented in these Proceedings through written notes, mindmaps, photos, and more. May this record serve to yield further insights, deeper connections,
and to assist more positive Permaculture results to flourish in more places globally with
increasing speed.
Facilitating this Open Space event it was genuinely impressive and inspiring to see each of you
bringing your most authentic and passionate selves to the critical work of the day. Truly, it was
a great honor and privilege to be able to witness what happened within and among this diverse
and dynamic group in that context. The wisdom you collectively brought, embodied, and
created together at Wadi Rum is collected and gathered here, so we may continue to harvest
increasing yields from such fertile material. May these Proceedings help us to remember,
reflect, be renewed, and re-double all of our passionate pursuits. May they help us and many
others further accelerate Permaculture ethics, activities, and systems through our individual
and collective work, continuous learning, sharing, and good humor.
Deep thanks are due to you all for your contributions that comprise these Proceedings.
Gratitude is due as well to many who helped with organizing and making possible the Open
Space event-- most obviously Nadia Yahia Abu Lawton and Geoff Lawton (Jamal Al Deen) as IPC
10 organizers, and specifically Sakina Grome who assisted greatly with months of the Open
Space pre-work. To Rafiq Suleiman and Fuad Saleh for Captain’s Camp logistics and gracious
hosting. Also to Senem Tufekcioglu for help with this document, and to Magali Veillon, Cathe’
Fish, Rob Avis, and Andy Goldring who offered key assistance on the day… among others. And
now most of all, to you, reader, for taking all of this wisdom out into the world, today…

and growing it!
-Owen
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Session Topic:

How can Ethical Business and Permaculture
support each other?
Convener: Paulo Mellet
Notes-taker: Sara Hammer
Other Members: Sara Hammer; Maya Dicker; Jillian Ferguson; Senem
Tufekcioglu; Hannah Davis; Humayun Khan; Sarah Franklyn; Julius Piti; Dan Lewin;
Roberto Perez; Tony Watkins; Rhamis Kent.
Session was introduced by Paulo using a case study of Lush Cosmetics, with whom
he has been working (see Powerpoint slides). His idea is to develop relationship
between eco-villages with ethical corporations -- with eco-villages offering an
opportunity for company to source ethical products, and villages benefiting
through the development of a market for their products, plus possible investment
for infrastructure. Idea of using existing international/national/local
permaculture networks to source these products. Paulo’s model for working with
ethical corporations has evolved almost by accident. He wanted to know if the
group had any ideas about this model.
Ideas
 Find a way to open up markets and find a decent price for it. James Brett
(UK) started NGO “plant for peace” in Afghanistan. Pomegranates were
endemic there. He found a market for producers and started a company to
distribute them. This provided an alternative for opium poppies – gave
better price. A success because it takes care of the needs of people.
 Paulo’s work provides a model for other countries to follow. Idea of
template or mentoring. His project as a reference or benchmark for others
wishing to help eco-villages develop markets for products.
 This partnership provides opportunities to educate corporate partners from
the “inside”. Highlights for them the value of soil health and correlative
health value/ health of the product. Opportunity to educate about concept
of returns and increasing value of returns over time. Education can also be
about the benefits of diversity.
IPC10 Open Space Proceedings
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 Ethical criteria – compatibility with permaculture ethics. Check for
compatibility of legal framework/vision/ structure with permaculture
ethics.
 Other criteria – corporation should be resilient to change.
 Value for eco-villages is access to needed resources/infrastructure – but
they must have a track record in permaculture, and not be thinly disguised
‘cash cropping’.
 There is value in taking time to find common ground between corporation
and eco-villages.
 Potential for eco-village suppliers to educate/train each other. Value of
local knowledge as part of this process.
 Long-term costs in terms of carbon miles? Needs bio-regional thinking. But
products grown in particular bio-regions should (in the long term) inform
company sourcing. However, in interim – we should minimize harm, e.g.
Are we transporting water instead of dry, lightweight goods?
 Idea of high value essential oil crops, stacked within other edibles etc.
 Idea of waste fruits being used to develop essential oils
 Wider idea of developing organized markets for permaculture – need for
capital to start it up? Also skill development required to use processing
infrastructure.
 Idea of medicinal herbs for homeopathy, naturopathy etc. High value, low
volume.
 Need to get list of needed plants by bio-region?
 Creation of guilds for those oil/essence plants
 Place for infrastructure to be built locally as additional cash stream. High
value products.
 Regional hubs for eco-villages can make equipment, which should be high
performance, low-tech.
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Session Topic:

Permaculture Tools for Land Based Resistance
Convener: Alice Gray
Notes-taker: Michael Borucke
Other Members: Jean S. Renouf, Starhawk, Harry Wykman, Sami Al Babtain, Raya
Jabali, Carly Gillham, Eva Capozzola, Simon Addison, Helaine Alon, Murat Onuk,
Baden Holt, Fouad Yammine
Land-Based Resistance – Changing the Power Differential between people being
pushed off land and corporate/government/entrenched interests.
Identifying the pressure points for resistance is important. Systems thinking (as in
Owen H.’s presentation) is useful for identifying pressure points.
Following the money is a helpful identifier. Who profits from a given situation?
Boycott Divestment Sanctions is a tool for putting international pressure on Israel
to end the occupation.
Looking at successful land-based movements such as the struggle against
Apartheid South Africa.
International attention and support is vital for a successful resistance movement.
The narrative/story of a place and people is a tool for both continuing oppression
and also for liberation (changing the narrative). Jewish victimhood is powerful
narrative in maintaining the occupation of Palestine. Countering the narrative
that Western culture/progress is the pinnacle of human existence is needed.
What tools/stories can get the engineers/scientists who make war, land grabs,
and environmental destruction possible understand their impact on land and
society?
Example of Direct Action on the Royal Bank of Scotland: the largest funders of the
Tar Sands project in Canada.
In a given conflict, there are people at all levels of interest and mindset on both
sides. From sympathizers, active participants, architects/leaders, to unknowing
public. Our actions should shift public opinion step by step to our way of thinking.
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How to get the Israeli leaders to understand it is in the best interest of the Israeli
State to end the Occupation. But do Israeli leaders actually care about the State’s
best interest? Or even their own?
Right now with the current social movement in Israel there is the opportunity to
connect with that movement to make them understand that if the Palestinian
cause is included in their movement, their movement will be stronger.
Reaching out to groups in the broadest manner possible is similar to the work of
the Zapatistas and the Via Campesina movement.
Is being confrontational (with the opposition, or an unsympathetic public) really
the best strategy? Liable to alienate a lot of your audience—make them feel bad
or attacked. Besides corporations are anticipating the confrontational tactics of
the protesters (been done before) and know how to handle the activists without
looking bad. We should meet the corporations half way and help them to see the
destruction in their actions. Tar Sands can’t really be met halfway, however.
Our direct actions must make the opposition look bad; put them in a place where
every move they make is a losing move. Specifically we need to expose the
violence inherent in the oppressive system.
The sympathetic actions must parallel and be simultaneous with Direct Actions.
Example of Direct Action: Occupation of Castle in Wales to show how to end an
Occupation. After three days, leave peacefully, not destroying anything or leaving
anything behind.
Positive feedback in protests (having fun whilst protesting) is helpful in sustaining
energy, though not always appropriate.
It is important for Israelis not in the struggle to have dialogue and personal
connections to Palestinians.
One role for Permaculturists is to create projects which bridge the border and
bring together Palestinians and Israelis in a non-confrontational, yet political
manner.
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Community Supported Agricultural (CSA) boxes from Palestinian farmers can
connect to Israelis but without the discussing of the Power differential.
Activists do need to make unsympathetic public both angry and sad about the
oppression they’re supporting/existing in, but also providing avenues of change
so as not to cause paralysis. Attack the negative story and replace with a positive
story.
Ultimately, we need a guidebook: Design Principles for Land-Based Resistance.
Resources Discussed:
A Force More Powerful: Game and documentary
9 Ways of Intervening in a System, by Donella Meadows
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Session Topic:

Compassion In Permaculture
Convener / Notes-taker: Eric King
Other Members: Alex McCausland, Alison Heathcote, Xavier San Giorgi, Lauren
Minis, Eyal Eskanazi, Barak Ben Hanan
I’ve been actively doing Permaculture for 18 mos. in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Working with inner city youth to bring them to nature and generate
permaculture, wonder and a love for our earth and its whole life.
Resident permaculturist at public community gardens in Las Vegas.
If you build it they will come is a major theme to creating with Permaculture
principles.
How do we bridge the gap to help to help people to open up to Permaculture?
Can we reach out to people through compassion?
Compassion is the active form of love, gratitude is the passive form.
People don’t really care how much we know, until, they know how much we care.
Comes from a passion for life.
Gandhi stated, “We must be the change we want to see in the world.”
Find out their needs and look more fully into those needs. Ask questions. Show
them that they matter.
Gardens grow communities. Encourage people to help.
Show rather than tell. Share produce with neighbors.
Our governments need to show more compassion and caring to public.
IN COMMUNITY BUILDING, COMPASSION IS ALWAYS RELEVANT.
Empathy, seeing their challenges through their eyes. Being next to them, with
them…
Intention to teach – responsibility for our proactivity/reactivity to our potential or
current permaculturists.
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Let go of making them wrong!! Move into appreciation of where they are at how
to co-create from here.
People practice Permaculture without even knowing it.
Mainstream consciousness challenged with understanding and letting in
Permaculture.
Beyond PC – compassion in general comes from your being/source.
Our actions correlate to our Being.
Presence, conscious of what is happening. Actively engaging in LISTENING –
leaving people in empowered state.
Ok if feel angry and we can let it go… non-judgmental behavior.
PC seems contrary to societal norms, but we need to share it where ever we can.
Not here to make people change. Just apply principles and DO it!
Care for earth – important that we do our fulfilling work. We need it all.
Permaculture deserves to be normal.
Compassion is about desiring the best for people.
Compassion for myself is important. Connect to feelings.
Connect to people within organizations and not only the organization itself.
Create a space daily in which people are attracted to your grounded,
compassionate energy.
Seek to shift downward conversations to the positive solutions of Permaculture
for the world.
Young people are impassioned and can misdirect such immense energy. They may
wind up later on without the nurturing community and friends they really need
and want.
How do we create a compassionate community in Permaculture? Start right from
the beginning with such beauty and energy.
People connect on feelings so master anger, etc.
Emotion is energy in motion. What are we sending forth?
Free Hugs Campaign and practice has grounded me in compassion. Enjoy…
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Session Topic:

Permaculture Learning for Children (part 1)
Convener: Noga Zohar
Notes-taker: Paige Tantillo– USA, Qatar – mindfullivingchicago.blogspot.com –
ptantil (at) gmail.com
Other Members: Melissa Blum Schaedel, Nazik Moudden (Morocco, France)
nmoudden(at)yahoo.com, Chris Anderson (USA) catchthewater(at)gmail.com,
Banu Onuk (Turkey) banu(at)kuraldisi.com, Betty Khoury, Paul Skayem, Yip Tsz
Lam, Amit Chertoff, Aurelia Wentz
What age to introduce permaculture to children? As early as possible.
Ideas:
Provide a hands-on course to open up their mind.
Website: Israel Children of Light
 watch movies
 write songs
 plant seeds
all in fun, creative way
Ideas for schools
 Each child gets a garden space of their own – one teacher to every 10 kids
 Aquaculture Space
 Incorporate musical instruments for therapeutic purposes
Working “Green” school in Israel – The Principal wants to create a fully green
school and perm class for teachers! From preschool age and up.
How to deal with older students from grades 5-7? How to create “coolness” factor
for older students? How to deal with challenging students?
IPC10 Open Space Proceedings
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 Engage students by allowing them to be involved in the plan from start to finish
– they will be proud of their accomplishments.
 High-energy students – give them the heavy duty jobs.
Change term Permaculture when creating curriculum to be used in educational
settings to something which will be more likely to be understood? Practical
Ecology??
Ideas from Chris for Curriculum:
Match to standards – 2 hour programs – cycles, connections w/ nature which
support permaculture beliefs.
 3 days/week ages K-11 – field trips, hands on community building.
Secondary School Ideas: Create a projects like a school garden
 Creative action Service - # of hours fill w/ creativity- individual
 Rethinking green spaces in schools – Make it a learning project for students
 Approach teacher/activities coordinator to create a partnership instead of
friction. Make permaculture practical project relating to curriculum.
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Session Topic:

Managing Waste in Captain’s Camp – Feed
Forward the Hosting Site
Convener: Javier Valbuena (Javier_valbuena_v(at)hotmail.com)
Notes-takers: Galia Roe and Javier Valbuena
Other Members: Francis Subbiondo, Galia Roe, Murat Onuk, Beau Horgan, Ryan
Harb, Melissa Andrews, Ricardo Valbuena
Currently the food and waste management situation in Captain’s Camp is very
basic; there is no-recycling culture; most of the food generated for customers,
employees and bar mix with the rest of the waste into the trash (with the
exception of some food leftovers and bred that are used in the camels diet).
1. Current situation:
a. Garbage origin:
i. Customers
1. Food in trays
2. Plates food leftovers
3. Common areas trash cans
4. Toilets
5. Tents
6. Common areas floors
7. Smoking
ii. Employees
1. Plates food leftovers
2. Smoking
3. Nash
iii. Bar
1. Coffee grains
2. Tea leaves
3. Plastic bottles and glasses
iv. Animals:
1. Manures
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b. Practices:
i. Food in trays and bred leftovers are given to the camels.
ii. Garbage collector comes to pick up the garbage

2. Recommendations:
a. Purchasing process:
i. Organic food and free range animals
ii. Bulk Food instead of individual packaging
iii. Less plastic glasses, wrapping plastics and packaging in the
food; more fabric/cloth reusable bags to cover plates
iv. To make or buy friendly Bio-detergents
b. Separation:
i. Organic Matter
1. For the camels
2. Compost Pile
3. Biomass for soil and trees
IPC10 Open Space Proceedings
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ii. Plastics:
1. Reusable in site
2. Recycle collection for a recycling center: Amman,
Aqaba?
iii. Use NO-plastics in the organic matter trash, recycling and
reusing; ONLY for the trash and if possible bio-degradable
plastics.
c. Trash reduction:
i. Less plastic bottles. Service for cold water from the tap trough
a filter for a smaller fee than a plastic bottle.
ii. NO need for plastic glasses.
iii. Buying for bulk products instead of individual packaging. I.e.:
Cheese, marmalade, etc.
iv. Homemade – Green detergents
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3. Identify the location of the waste collection:
a. Public trashcans: To have in every place where is one trash basket,
three plastic bins two big ones and one small.
i. Big A – For recycling plastic containers, tins, glasses, dry paper
ii. Big B – Trash
iii. Small – This one should have a lid and should be for the
organic matters.
b. Public Hub center: Close to the bar and additionally to what “public
trashcans” have a battery/electronic container could be added.
c. Toilets: A big unique bin for plastics and the small ones to compost –
ONLY for the men toilets.
d. Bar: Same as for “Public Trashcans”
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4. Action:
a. Compost:
i. Men toilets small bins
ii. Coffee grains + tea bags/herbs
iii. Animal manure
b. Animals:
i. Give meat leftovers to dogs/cats
ii. Vegetarian leftovers food to camels
c. Fire:
i. Animal manure
d. Recycling:
i. Separate to use in the Captain’s camp
ii. Send to a recycling centre
e. Education:
i. Constant Feed forward for the employees
ii. Courses
iii. Examples
iv. Discussion with customers.
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Session Topic:

Energetic Permaculture
Convener: Guy Wauters ( info (at) stroompunt.be)
Notes-takers: Guy Wauters and Kirsty McArdle
Other Members: Kirsty Mc Ardle, Rod Everett, Jordan Garcia, Nema Ahmad,
S.Ahmad Abu Joudah, Ron Gardner /Marbuck Guawamau, Samson Steer-khan
Energetic permaculture is about ‘making use of our finer capabilities on a subtle
energy level. It creates empowerment, self-development and consciousness in
one’s self, the people and their spiritual interactions with the seeds, plants, the
Earth and the Cosmos. Sometimes it can be called shamanic agriculture as it is
close to what our ancestors were doing. By doing so we are able to create a very
intensive connection between all resulting in an energy field that is increasing
production, quality of produce, quality of life and making it easier to maintain a
more sustainable eco-social balance. In other words the interactions between
people and their creations come more alive. This being supported by the nonphysical world. This is especially the case when personal goals, project goals and
the higher (divine) goals are linked together.
Everything in the external world is a reflection from one’s inner world. When
people are aware of this the farms or designs become an extension of the person
or community. This work brings people on to a path of self-development and
more awareness. This is the path of ‘lifefullness’. The art is to make such a
permaculture design that it brings people to the next step of development.
Through gardens one can create the energies that people need. If the design has
been made with a higher intention, the output of the process will be at a higher
level.
We are energy, our thoughts and feelings are also energy. Our energy is going
where our attention lies. We have 7 energy transformation points or chakras.
They are linked to our subtle bodies. If you develop your subtle bodies, you are
creating and sensing subtle energies or higher vibrations. Through this, you can
make contact with seeds, plants, the soil and even the cosmos…
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Most of the time I translate the 7 main energies into the elements earth, water,
wind and fire. The element ‘earth’ is a kind of stable, calm energy filled with trust
and confidence. The element ‘water’ gives flexibility, flowing with any desirable
energy around you. The element ‘fire’ gives a kind of inner fire, greater inner
dynamic activity and power. The element ‘air’ gives an expanding, overwhelming
light sensation in which connection, compassion and new information can easily
be born.
I learned to work with energies 20 years ago through my ostriches. By time I
obtained survival rates of about 95% while around 45% is the norm on a global
scale. My ostriches of 1 month reached the height of 2 month old ostriches. The
difference is simply being tender, giving love and care. Sometimes more subtle
energies were needed to rebalance more complicated situations.
In time I was able to rebalance energies on my farm by rebalancing just myself. Of
course actions had to follow the energy – matter and mind should work together.
My farm became through time a ‘caring farm’ for people with psycho-emotional
problems and which was being supported by the government. A garden and
places of transformation were created.
During the last years, I initiated ‘vegetable garden’ projects in Niger and Mali. If I
am planting or creating designs on vegetable gardens, my intention, and state of
being through the 4 elements have a big impact on the results and further
development of the communities in which I am involved. The basic garden design
of a spiral has been shown to the people, a picture of the cosmos with the wellknown spiral shape of stars, we danced this shape and walked the day after on
the spiral. The people were so excited and empowered that it even attracts the
other villages around.
A stay of 5 days, and only 3 days of preparation in Niger transformed the village
from a food unsecure situation to a village with a nice sufficient production in 1.5
years. Men asked to please be part of the farming activities as well, going against
their own long tradition of a women only activity. At community level, they were
able to get a financial support of about 17.000 Euros. I didn’t do so much besides
the local empowerment but still stayed in contact with them from time to time.
I just wanted to mention briefly the importance and potential of energy-work,
consciousness, self-development, empowerment or whatever you may want to
call it. As permaculture designers we have the opportunities and possibilities to
really change the world and bring it to a higher and more sustainable physical,
emotional and spiritual level.
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Session Topic:

Permaculture in South East Asia
Convener / Notes-taker: Idy Wong
Other Members: Rico Zook
Items discussed include:
1. Website
 It was regarded as an important window for bridging the information gaps
of permaculture projects/practitioners within the region and the global
community. Translation of key information and resource would be the major
task.
 Short term goal will be developing a website with a regional map of
projects, resource persons and facilities of permaculture in the region
 An open-source design was preferred to allow flexibility of future
development when the regional network is getting tighter
 The website development process should be participatory, transparent and
decentralized in management. Ideally each country within the region should
have control on managing the information about their nation.
2. Regional Networking
 The regional network should be a platform for bridging communication and
collaboration of permaculture community within the region.
 It was proposed to keep the ‘boundary’ of the region open at this stage and
make the network inclusive and open to all permaculture practitioners
within the region. The regional network should not be seen as a substitute
of national network in any country within the region. National network
should be established and coordinated by willing parties of each country.
 The first regional convergence would be an important catalyst in the
process.
 Kadoorie Farm and Botanic Garden will initiate the networking process.
Apart from building upon its existing contacts, input from resource person
such as Rosemary Morrow who has rich experience of permaculture in
Vietnam and Cambodia was regarded as very important.
3. Timeline
 It was proposed to organize the regional convergence before IPC 11 at
Cuba in November 2013.
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Session Topic:

Neo-liberal Hegemony & Permaculture
Notes-taker: Anselm Ibing
Other Members: Michael Borucke, Starhawk, Alice Gray
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SESSION 2
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Session Topic:

Weeds – How to spread use and appreciation of
weeds
Convener: Alison Heathcoate
Notes-taker: Helaine Alon
Other Members: Frank Wolf, Eric King, Magali Veillon, Aurelia Weintz, Melissa
Blum Schaedel
The Situation
Weeds are approached differently in different societies. The German word for
weeds is wildflowers. In English, the word has a negative connotation, good for
nothing…. But they are good for us!!
Controlling weeds on lawns results in huge amounts of pesticide use, run off,
home exposure, etc… People need to have perfect lawns. In Germany, more
pesticides are used per surface unit on private lawns than agriculture.
In England there is a movement towards meadow gardens, where local plants are
allowed to grow in the middle of the lawn. Around the circle the lawn is mowed,
and seeds are thrown inside.
In Germany, weeds only grow in barren, dry soil.
Approach towards dandelion epitomizes the warped approach towards healing,
beautiful flowers.
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Some favorite weeds






Plantain
Purslane
Turkey Rhubarb
Nettles
Burdock – leave green pods
in oil for 2 – 4 weeks, strain
out the plant material. Can
then be used against acne
 Tobacco – cattle eat it to
treat upset stomach








Dandelion
Marigold
Yarrow
Nasturtium
Lambs Quarters
Fleabane – gets rid of fleas
on dogs
 Edible flowers to brighten
salads
 Mugwort – animals brush up
against it to ward off insects

How can we spread the word?
Permaculturists are known as people who love weeds, who are messy… we can
promote the fact that weeds are useful. There is an increased interest in
herbalism, in varied uses for plants.







Create handouts “10 things you can do with dandelions”
Certain weeds can indicate deficiencies in the soil, have intuitive knowledge
Weed potluck party
Making local products
Harvest wild edibles/weeds from local organic farms
Can provide potential business model using local, disposable materials

Using Wild Edibles/Weeds
Make sure not to use plants that are close to cars, runoff, contaminated soil, etc…
Great amounts of energy from wild plants. They provide light, directed energy
that facilitate concentration. Healthy food is greatly recommended for future
IPC’s.
Can eat poison oak as a child to increase immunity later in life.
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How can you find out more?
-

Wildflower pocket guide
Lots of information available online, you can google “wild edible photos”
Local universities
Seek out the latin name to use in different geographic settings
Interview and engage with older folks
“Juliette of the Herbs” movie
Pat Collins – leading Australian herbalist
Stephen Harold Buhner
Rosemary Gladstar; Susun Weed
Duranyo Colorado – herbalist who teaches about weeds, recipes, raw foods
Sara of the mountain, Washington State.

* In Egypt there is limited interest in weeds, and the older generations have
already lost knowledge. There is interest in learning more and a need to identify
usable plants in an organized fashion.
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Session Topic:

Pattern Understanding
Convener / Notes-taker: Xavier San Giorgi XsanGiorgi(at)gmail.com
Other Members: Javier Valbuena Javier_Valbuena_v(at)hotmail.com,Rod EverettMuddlewood@phonecoop_coop, Hunter Heaivilin
Hunter(at)TheGreenhouseHawaii.com, Sharon Furguson
Strawdesign(at)gmail.com, Raya Jabali Raya.Jabali(at)gmail.com, Betty Khoury
BettyKhoury(at)Gmail.com, Marco Barrantes
Marco(at)Lalomadevelopement.com, Chris Anderson
CatchtheWater(at)gmail.com, Gilad Margalit, Rico Zook
Words that relate to topic:
See (read) – Knowledge (understanding) – Utilization (tool)
Physical patterns
A pattern is an event evolving… tells story of what is happening, has happened
and gives a possible prediction.
Patterns come out of Flow
Many types of flow are constantly happening, a never ending thing... never
finished.
Invisible patterns
Habits
Human patterns
Social & relation patterns in relation to nature and self-created environment
(reflecting our reductionist mind)
Vibrations picked up senses
>made accessible through our senses
>Sensing them Intuition?
>Flows within Community
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Patterns are flows that have a predictable arrangement.
Speed of patterns. Speed of growth (time element)
Pattern is a grouping of relationships: How do we create these relationships? It is
not a thing but the expression of a relationship between the elements. It is an
expression.
Natural patterns (no human interference)/Imposed pattern (human power to
manipulate with force)/ Natural patterns distortion (natural interaction of
patterns)
Resonance between patterns with:
>Climate
>Landscape
>Species
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See (read) – Knowledge (understanding) – Utilization (tool)
Pattern occurrence, Patterns is through which we learn… overall reoccurring
human patterns of death experience is: Love and keep learning
Chirality… Does it give opposite characteristics? Are these opposite characteristics
complementing each other?
Abstraction… form biological point of view it is a leaf… If you abstract it is about
the shape which performs a function… now it becomes a tool.
How do we see patterns?
In our present group.
-Common language
Rhythm
Vibration
Hidden patterns are picked up by senses to make it utile
Biosensitivity allows seeing patterns… become sensitive.
Time to observe patterns as they constantly evolve and some only occur in
specific moments.
Meta Patterns:
-We tend to look for things which simplify everything... makes it all
comprehensible.
-We believe that that if we get this, more becomes accessible and within our
reach of influence.
-There is a never ending to it. There are patterns behind patterns.
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See (read) – Knowledge (understanding) – Utilization (tool)
Information is loose dots; patterns connect it and make it comprehensible.
Pattern understanding can make a lot of information utile and accessible.
Our thinking prevents us from acknowledging and seeing patterns. A lot of
problems we see in society today is because we block natural occurring patterns.
Use patterns for teaching… Book: The Courage to teach... Palmer. In the end of
the book great examples.
Rod wanted to use a dance as a pattern to understand water better.
-Women are more relation (pattern) sensitive… to bring it into
awareness/consciousness
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Struggle between natural reading ability and intellect labeling and therefore
changing it into an own interpretation not what the thing actually is… (we made it
into something)
The un-carved block in Taoism... our mind is playing a trick with us.
Meta-patterns and the application of the type of functions.
Web=filter
Meander=collecting and deposit
Spiral inwards=speed up and condense
Spiral outwards= slow down and spread… loose energy
Wave motions.
Patterns combined combine functions.
We do need to understand a pattern to utilize it.
Utilization patterns more in synergy…
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Session Topic:

Permaculture and Environmental Education
Convener: Roberto Perez
Notes-taker: Alice Gray
Other Members: Melissa Blum Schaedel, Gilad Margalit, Yip Tsz Lam, Bana Onuk,
Ron Gardner/Marbuck Guawamau
Models for Environmental Education:
 Most successful method is hands on approach
 In some countries, groups have successfully campaigned to have this
approach incorporated into the national curriculum as a compulsory
component of education.
o In Cuba, it is a requirement that schools have food gardens
o EE takes place in class time, but can also be incorporated into
compulsory ‘after-school’ clubs
o In Britain, the Forest Schools Movement have successfully
campaigned to have Forest School put onto the curriculum, and
created a certification process for teachers
 Where no curriculum requirement exists, civil society groups are filling the
gap. What are the most successful outreach techniques?
o Training teachers is key to increase impact – this builds capacity and
also maybe pressure for government level action
o Summer camps can also be a useful approach – lots of games, prizes
(inc prizes where the winners get to attend another camp in a
different location)
o ‘Action Kits’ like course materials, practical designs and contact
information for plant suppliers are also a great strategy for increasing
impact and allowing replication – successful pilot projects enhance
this process, creating ‘jealousy’ and will to create change in other
schools/ institutions
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 One problem with schools education can be lack of support from parents –
perhaps there needs to be a component of adult education? Can child
education provide a vehicle for that? What are other models of adult
education?
o Municipal spaces (e.g. zoos and parks)
o Community spaces e.g. gardens and reclaimed wastelands
o Often, popular action, such as squatting land, is the spur that creates
government action – Cuba is a model for this, is it replicable in other
countries?
o The food security situation has helped create popular action there –
people averagely spend 80% of their income on food so of course
they want to grow in order to supplement this
o Food sovereignty movements could provide an ‘in’ in Europe where
people spend a lesser amount on food proportionately.
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Session Topic:

Permaculture Research: How can we create a
process and protocol to enable learning and
sharing?
Convener / Notes-taker: Andy Goldring
Other Members: Ethan Roland, Niva Kay, Geoff Lawton, Amit Chertoff, Sara
Hammer, Yotam Kay
Proposal: That we develop an international permaculture research protocol that
can be used to: provide a strong empirical evidence base; to work with external
agencies, policy makers, academics and the like; and to increase internal learning
and reflection leading to improvements and developments in our own practice.
Why? Many projects have some form of documentation, but not all. Some do
baseline readings (e.g. soil quality, vegetation), but in my own experience this is
not that well recorded. An improvement in our documentation and observation
approaches would enhance our ability to test how well we are doing and increase
our learning and practice. A second and important reason is that many agencies
are reluctant to fund against anecdotal evidence. A strong research base would
make back up our on the ground work and increase funds and support.
Where? An international research protocol would need to be useful the world
over – UK, Greece, Australia, Pakistan, Bolivia et cetera. Wherever people are
doing permaculture. A common approach would enable wide and rapid adoption,
and would fit with and extend much of what is already practiced. I suggest an
action research approach overall since this is the most commonly used, has a
strong social dimension and we could draw on many resources. Within this we
can adopt any number of scientific methodologies.
Who and how? Local projects. The research protocol would need to be accessible
and appropriate for people running projects, since it is the projects that we want
to research. It would need to be participatory, and work for people with little
education. Work by LEISA in this area can be drawn on and provide much of the
practical methodologies.
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The research process would need to have immediate and clear benefit for the
people recording the data. It will need to provide them with information that will
help them to keep the project moving towards optimum health (personal, social,
environmental). Data that helps them to see clearly what is and isn’t working, so
that adjustments can be made.
The research process also needs to be easily aggregated. Data will need to be sent
in, collated and analyzed, and the process for doing this may be the most complex
part of the initial design, both in terms of practically how do you get it from one
place to another (mobile app?), and then how do we store it for a wide range of
analyses, and in a way that is open and transparent, and accessible back to
participants.
In order to aggregate the data we will need common headings, and there is much
work we can draw on here to decide the headings. They would need to cover
social, environmental, economic, etc. Under a specific area (say “soil”) we would
need to provide a number of different ways that indicators could be developed,
and suggest ways that they could be “workshopped” locally, for maximum local
benefit and appropriateness. As our experience grows, indicators and monitoring
methods will become more widely known, increasing our skills and ability to
monitor and therefore adjust the development of our systems.
We need to ensure that the framework is sufficient to be useful, but not over
burdensome. We also need to ensure that it fits well with the design process (e.g.
show how baseline data is part of initial survey work of the design process).
Once the headings and indicators framework is set and the process for collecting
and data-basing it has been set up we can enter a pilot phase.
When? (very sketch phasing)
Phase 1: find interested people and map resources, existing literature, and
potential framework headings. Find and agree initial partners. Define project fully
and fundraise with partner universities.
Phase 2: Work with a small number of projects (10-15?) to test the methodology
Phase 3: Observe the results and analyze them. What is working, what isn’t?
Phase 4: Adjust protocol and process as required, and share findings
Phase 5: Roll out widely to the international network with a bigger scale project
that can seek to create a strategic research resource. (2-300 projects?)
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Other potentials.
This research protocol is particularly intended for new projects. This is the most
powerful as it can be used to show how permaculture has worked overall, as
compared to a starting baseline position. However the same headings can also be
used to record and document existing projects that may be well underway
already.
The creation of the protocol is intended to cause spin offs. I suspect that we will
start to find a rich pool of research and researchers that can help document
permaculture.
Action research is based on the development of a ‘community of enquiry’ and
hopefully this project can extend this community within permaculture.
Additionally, action research suggests that you start by identifying ‘significant
practical issues’. By identifying these, we should be able to more consciously
apply our collective experience to solving them, thus providing a practical way to
support each other, learn and improve our skills / practice. A growing group of
graduates and interns will have clear ways to support the network,
ACTIONS:
Andy Goldring to develop a fuller proposal (will do with Association Research
Advisory Board)
Ethan Roland and Andy Goldring will swap literature review information
Andy Goldring will create a web survey for comment, and then use to collect what
we know already, who is involved in research, who would like to be, etc
Geoff Lawton will write a piece on the PRI website calling for people to get
involved in initial research survey
Once survey is complete, analyze and see what partnerships can emerge to take it
forwards (in mean time Andy Goldring will look for funding opportunities,
university partners, and more people to delegate to!)
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Session Topic:

Trompe / Air Pressure
Convener: Tony Watkins
Note-taker: Tony Watkins
Other Members: Murat Onuk, Beau Horgan, Vik Avaneas, Sami AlBabtain, Amit
Chertoff, Guy Wauters, Bob Corker, Rob Avis, Christopher List, Ricardo Valbuena,
Paul Skayem, Ryan Harb
- Trompe: Technology that uses the energy of running water to produce
compressed air that can be used to power vehicles, tools, and make
electricity. It can also be used for direct refrigeration. Trompes are very
ethical and efficient machines that harness energy directly from nature and
produce no pollution. In the 1930’s, Paris and Chicago were using trompes
for multiple uses, including air-cars.
- Head height to pressure relationship.
- Old sites with working data, books that Tony will send, and email to be sent
out with resources.
- The group plans to investigate making model trompes and then scaling up
to real-life working machines. Working trompe party will be formed by
attendees.
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Session Topic:

Spuds
Convener: Geoff Lawton
Notes-taker: Kay Baxter
Other Members: Bill Mollison and others…
Concern that potatoes appear to be on a knife edge in many countries
-

not adapted well to many climates
full of viruses
many years since serious selection work has been done
huge variability in many heritage lines
many varieties producing very low yields
lack of disease resistance in most varieties
psyllids have been the final straw in New Zealand for both home growers
and commercial growers
- Geoff concerned about lack of adaption for subtropical climates
Ideas for supporting genetic strength and disease resistance
1. Biological agriculture, re-mineralising the soil and building strong microbe
populations
Ideas that the Koanga Institute is working with include soaking potatoes in
compost tea then VAM before planting, plant into trenches well supplied with
appropriate biological minerals and microbes and bio char, weekly foliar feeding
with biological foliars and/or compost tea
check out www.koanga.org.nz to see their potato rescue program
2. In areas that have the psyllids, seed potatoes must be planted early in the
season so that growth occurs well before warm season arrives in NZ that means
planting before mid-September.
3. Absolute need to rouge out weak plants and potatoes at every step of the way
(Kay Baxter has copy of 1932 NZ Government Ministry of Agriculture booklet
describing selection and rougeing process and can email to those interested)
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Involves
1. Harvesting potatoes into individual plant piles so that you can choose your seed
potatoes from the best plants every year
2. Choose best or remove worst before chitting each spring
3. REMOVE ENTIRE PLANTS AFTER EMERGENCE IF THEY have crinkled leaves,
yellow streaks or spots on leaves. Continue to remove entire plants if they show
any signs of looking very different to others from the same line. Make sure all
rogueing is done well before flowering occurs and as early in the season as
possible to avoid visiting warm weather pests transferring viruses between plants
4. Bill Mollison advises that in Peru gardeners watch local wild populations of
potatoes and mark those that flower the most strongly. At harvest time they are
dug and the potatoes from the marked plants that have produced the best crops
are kept to plant in the following spring, amongst your main seed potatoes. We
imagine that this practice strengthens the other plants by cross pollination of the
flowers which will help to keep the disease resistance stronger each year because
the wild potatoes planted within the rest will bring in strong genes
5. Bill notes that traditionally farmers and growers had a small number of potato
varieties and spent many hours rogueing and keeping them clean... We need to
take this practice up again.
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Session Topic:

Transition To Resilience
Convener / Notes-taker: Kipper (Jan Fischer)-Germany
Other Members: Maya Dicker–Israel; Eyal Eskanazi- Brazil; Noga Zohar- Israel;
Sami AlBabtain- Saudi Arabia; Chris Anderson- USA
Introduction of transition to resilience training
-- a learning adventure for change agents:
Representatives of 8 organizations:
Global Ecovillage Network (GEN)-Europe; Transition Towns Network (UK);
Damanhur (Italy); Centre for Human Emergence (NL); Permakultur Akademie
(Germany); Findhorn Foundation (Scotland); Sustainable Ireland; Hub network
(Belgium),
-have gone through an 18 month process of synthesizing collective wisdomdesigning pathways through the maze of these wild and unpredictable times to
support loving and adventurous individuals willing to grow beyond themselves
and build resilient communities, organizations and regions.
The outcome is a 2 years learning journey for change makers of 8 modules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Call- Igniting the Fire
Crossing the Threshold- Exploring the Shape of the Journey
Embracing Diversity- Building the Fellowship
Birthing the New- Dialogue with the World
Shaping Projects- Entering the Belly of the Beast
Materializing Projects- Surviving the Supreme Ordeal
Integrating Projects- Preparing for Harvest
Celebrating and Reflecting- Creating wider Circles
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We will offer this training as a pilot programme in 2012. More information on
http://transition2resilience.org
A part of this training is the dragon dreaming- a method of designing outrageously
successful sustainable community projects- developed by the Gaia foundation of
Western Australia and experienced over 20 years in more than 600 projects.
Maya wants to host this training after the pilot phase in Israel.
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Session Topic:

A new Economic Paradigm to Fund Permaculture
Projects
Convener: Sarah Franklyn – ruanna23(at)yahoo.com
Note-taker: Jean S. Renouf
Other Members: Carly Gillham; Dan Lewin; Senem Tufekcioglu; Tres Wallower;
Laura Rival; Blaire Evans; Sammy Press; Kay Baxter; Bob Corker; Lauren Minis;
Humayun Khan; Hannah Davis; Rhamis Kent; Yotam Kay; Itai Hauben; Paulo
Mellett; Narsanna Koppula; Saar Ostreiher; Paige Tantillo; Eva Capozzola; Jillian
Ferguson; Starhawk; Kirsty McArdle; Nazik Moudder; Simon Addison.
“The permaculture revolution will be funded!”
Sarah Franklyn, representing the Global Biodiversity Exchange (GBE), shared the
mission and coming activities of the newly created GBE (registered in the UK), and
how this can lead to a substantial increase of permaculture projects funding
throughout the globe.
GBE was created by people formerly working in the carbon trading exchange
industry, but who found it inappropriate. Their aim was then to keep the carbon
trading exchange model, but to ensure that the money paid by entities as part of
their carbon offsetting legal obligations effectively contributed to fund
development projects on the ground.
The particularities of the GBE model are that:
- GBE has designed software which allows a person to calculate their
individual carbon’s footprint by the milligram, as opposed to the ton until
now;
- Any consumer, companies and other entities legally obliged to offset their
carbon footprint can do so directly from their mobile phone/internet; as
such, GBE offers real-time tracking of any payment to the fund (through the
use of RFID technology), allowing the carbon ‘off setters’ to choose the
project(s) they want to fund, and seeing the payment being made live;
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- The GBE acts as an intermediary between the carbon ‘off setters’ and the
development projects on the field, ensuring that the projects which fit all of
the selection criteria are fully funded;
- The funding is envisioned to be a long-term one (10 to 25 years);
- The projects are assessed at the beginning and the carbon sequestration
value of the project is identified, but this value may increase with the
growth of the project – this ensures that the funding may increase
gradually;
- Projects can also benefit from micro-finance opportunities from GBE;
- Projects will also be connected to local universities for information and
knowledge sharing; and it’s also about getting the universities back to the
field;
- It’s not about ‘helping the poor’ but looking at the value that every
community has to offer.
GBE is currently looking for existing permaculture projects which would be
interested in receiving their funding.
How can permaculture project manager can get involved? Any such project
manager interested by the funding should contact Sarah Franklyn. They will have
to provide a short proposal – present the project succinctly, how money people
are working on it, and, very importantly, what value does it provide to the
community (regarding women, children, transportation, alternative thinking, soil
building, etc).
Concerns and comments raised:
- The money of the GBE fund will be essentially originating from
multinational corporations such as Coca-Cola, General Electric, etc.
However, these companies will not be authorised to advertise on the
projects, or to influence the projects.
- There was an understanding among participants that although we may not
like these corporations, we can benefit from their funding, in particular that
1) they are obliged to pay these to offset their carbon footprint; 2) they
have no say in the conduct of the projects; 3) the money has to be spent
somewhere, but GBE would be particularly keen to fund permaculture
projects.
- A participant coming from India shared that funding permaculture projects
is a real challenge so they would welcome such funding opportunities.
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- Concerns were raised that a large influx of money into the world of
permaculture could threaten the current constructive dynamics and may
distort our efforts. To prevent this from happening, GBE will have to ensure
that money is not distributed lightly; that projects can cope with such
amount of money; and if not, that projects receive trainings and on-going
support to manage the funds; that funding is allocated project by project.
- It wasn’t clear how potential conflicts of interests between corporations
and projects could be dealt with (corporations want to be able ‘to tell a
good story’ but this shouldn’t impact projects at any level). Mechanisms to
prevent conflicts of interests will have to be established.
- The GBE and this funding mechanism do not aim at changing the
corporations’ practices, but as they have to pay increasing amounts of
funding to offset their footprint, their shareholders are pressing for
changes.
- GBE does plan to provide projects with support in addition to the funds. A
potential functioning model for the permaculture projects benefiting from
the fund is the Koanga Institute in New-Zealand, where the whole
community makes a living out of their activities.
- Projects and farmers which do not have access to modern technology such
as a mobile phone or internet will be informed of the GBE through existing
cooperatives. As of now, the mobile phone is the main tool but this could
be changed depending on new technologies. Also, they would benefit from
inter-generational exchanges, whereby the youth provides access to the
new technologies.
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Session Topic:

Permaculture in high-rise ‘boxes’ – Urban
Permaculture
Convener / Notes-taker: Idy Wong
Other Members: Bill, Monica Ibacache, Revital Shoshany, Galia Roe , Tom, Rico
Zook
Applications of permaculture discussed:
1. Roof garden
2. Balcony garden
3. Window side garden
4. Community farm
5. Indoor food growing
6. Trolley (mobile planting area)
7. Permeable paving at public space
8. Kitchen waste recovery – use of vermicomposting or EM to handle the high
volume of kitchen waste
9. Greywater recycling for horticultural use
10. Energy harvesting
Methods/Ideas discussed:
1. Enhancing indoor light intensity for food growing by installing mirror to
reflect/direct sunlight. It is proposed to collect mirror from off-cut factory to
reuse cut-off pieces.
2. Box planters that can be stack up could be used to enhance feasibility
3. Soil can be put directly on roof (1 m depth) and use raw clay pot of 0.5m
depth to feed water to the soil. Water is released from the permeable clay pot
slowly to soil.
Reference models of various countries mentioned:
1. Germany: Farm-shop model (Ted talk Charlie Prize); Carbon Energyharvesting (McGomerich)
2. Chicago: Promotion of roof greening through incentive scheme related to
building permission and architectural design competition
3. Columbia University’s research urban food farming at high rise building
4. India – Kiwi planter system at a 8-storey building
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SESSION 3
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Session Topic:

Autotrophic Infrastructure
Convener: Rhamis Kent
Notes-taker: Hannah Davis
Other Members: Alison Heathcote, Bob Corker, Eva Capazzolaahimsaphoto(at)gmail.com, Jillian Ferguson- jillyhazel(at)gmail.com, Simon
Addison, Frank Wolf, Sammy Press, Nazik Noudden, Carly Gillhamcarly.gillham(at)gmail.com, Sarah Franklyn- ruanua23(at)yahoo.com, Sami
AlBabtain- greencolor2007(at)hotmail.com
 Money represents ability to do work. Fossil fuels furnish the ability to do
work.
 Before fossil fuels, we used animals or people
 History: how our human needs are provided for and subsequently how
wealth is gained
 Ecosystem services: infrastructure is not only what we construct. Cultural
services (recreational, intellectual), supporting services (seed dispersal,
nutrient dispersal)
 Man-made stuff is nowhere near as affective as ecosystem services
 We don’t know where we are and what’s it’s for. We have replaced
something that worked with something inferior—but it’s not a black and
white situation. Have had improvements like (longevity, health,
community)
 Plants and animals are most efficient energy fixing devices
 How different would things be if we could use these services in an effective
manner? It’s about how to manage problems.
 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. What humans need to create a full life. Begins
at physical needs, which is where the problems are but people think it’s
issues in safety, looking mostly at security problems leading to
dysfunctional society.
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 Autotrophs fix their own energy from inorganic sources. Very productive.
Many organisms in soil. Producers with ecosystems if not present create big
problems.
 Permaculture is the means by which to reconstruct the autotrophic
infrastructure. To perform the jobs they used to do
 10 calories of energy spent to produce1 calorie of food.
 What happens when oil is gone-what do we replace it with?
 Engineered massive removal of best farmers work-autotrophics
 Exposed to a lot of risk because how we set up a system
 Problem is production
 Create systems that don’t rely on risks, finite resources and demonstrate
extended period of profitable activities
 The land=the product
 Have we shown this
to Bill Gates?
 Business gets done
in networks, likeminded people talk
to themselves
 We need to make it
easy for them= put it
in easy languageperpetual, patience,
consistency
 They are used to investing in things/products with values
 Re-coop investment from what is produced. Example Lush in the UK
 Issue of ecological literacy-most people don’t understand. Just see as
good land/bad. We know we can change. It is our job to show them, teach
them.
 Not thinking about land as a production facility that provides array of
projects. IPC is to get message to those who only see money; they are
good people, lets help them. Not money that is evil, it’s the love of
money.
 This is the most exciting game in town-they will come!
 You can’t cheat this-new land is not being made
 “Greed cannot be controlled by any appeal to mortality and values. Greed
has to be controlled by fear of losses…” Noviel Roubini
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Session Topic:

Global Re-greening
Convener: Tony Rinaudo
Notes-taker: Paul Skayem
Other Members: Andy Goldring, Narsanna Koppula, Vik Avaneas, Ricardo
Valbuena, Javier Valbuena, Sarah Franklyn, Laura Rival, Ethan Roland, Humayun
Khan.
Gathering outcome:
- Over view about the forests at ancient time.
- Forests are in risk in lot of countries. They take off the forest and trees to
replace them with monoculture cropping.
- FMNR is a keys solution more effective and less expensive than normal
reforestation.
- Forest Management Natural Regeneration (FMNR) starts in a country by
making a workshop involving all the NGO’s, CBO’s government institutions,
available into that area. If needed it will be great to take those stakeholders
to see FMNR in other countries like Ethiopia and Niger, rather than doing a
pilot and waiting to show them the pilot outcome. So this will lead to save 3
years. To start the project and involving them.
- FMNR information spreading via website, YouTube video, workshops, Chris
Rejj and international advocate.
- It will be good show the attendees on the benefit of FMNR related to food
production as sustainable resources.
- Take the local issue related to cutting the trees and work with the local
organization to find out solution. An example of this issue was given from
Colombia where people tend to cut the trees as trees prevent them to see
each other to communicate and defend each other when needed.
- It will be important to include the FMNR with the holistic management and
include it as part of the water management.
- More tools to involve children in the re-greening like teaching permaculture
in schools, installing and awareness session on environment and compost
in the kindergarten.
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- If big donors tend to have a huge program in a region and not including the
children in it... The local institution and permaculture stakeholders should
plan it in a way to involve the children from their matching project same as
World Vision did in the project in Ethiopia.
- Development of Training of trainer could be done through Permaculture
resources and included in the training curriculum.
- List of potential stakeholder that can help FMNR projects worldwide.
- VSO (Voluntary Services Overseas –UK)
- France has an option for youth to make development services instead of
the military service.
- Rotary and Lions clubs.
- Corporate social responsibility in some important companies.
- World Vision has some branches that work with corporate, so some of the
food companies and pharmaceutical can give more to FMNR work.
- Permaculture has been asked to contribute to Peace Corps training. This
would be a very valuable means of spreading FMNR globally. Also consider
UK Voluntary Services overseas.
- Permaculture India run workshops and forums – work with them to include
FMNR in their training.
- Write articles in international forestry journals on FMNR. Collaborate with
research and education institutions e.g. Oxford etc.
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Session Topic:

Islands
Convener / Notes-taker: Hunter Heaivilin
Other Members: Aurelia Wientz, Rico Zook
Similar to islands themselves,
our brief meeting was small.
Initially the definition of islands
as being marked by the
land/water boundary was cited
as the predominant universal
aspect. Little time was spent on
temperate or arctic islands, as
2/3rds of the participants are
from tropical locales. Discussion
tended then to the question of
whether the wet-side/dry-side is
a pan-tropical pattern in high islands. Also variances in origins (volcanic, isolation)
were noted for their capacity to allow for classifications within which patterns and
strategies could be drawn or devised. Due to the prevalence of tropical cyclones
and relative isolation of islands having emergency gardens in protected areas as a
backup for primary production, locations increases resilience to hazards. Lastly, in
what is occasionally considered ‘island style’ we showed up late, and left early
(presumably to go surfing).
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Session Topic:

Permaculture in Indigenous Australia
Convener: Marbuck Guawamau (Ron Gardner)
Notes-takers: Jordan Garcia and Kirsty McArdle
Other Members: Xavier San Giorgi, Dan Lewin, Laura Rival, Helaine Alon, Guy
Wauters, Samson Steer-khan
The land that corresponds to what Marbuck
Guawamau (Ron Gardner) talks about is located
14 hours west of Brisbane and bridges the New
South Wales – Queensland border, within the
Australian continent. The property is called
Murra Murra and it is 96,000 hectares. There are
142 watering points from the ground. 10 acres is
on a flood plain. It is tradition though that the
only water able to be drunk and utilized was that
which sat on top of the land. Currently the land
is divided into 3 divisions which help fund the continuation of the property.
$42,000 for eco-tourism, $48,000 commercial cattle and sheep herded and
$10,000 from river tours and camping. This particular land was once degraded
farm land that had 8 individual leases on it. Now, from
2011 these lands are 10 years into a 33 year
amalgamated lease after being returned to natural
state land under the title ‘crown land’ so no native title
land claims need establishing nor are they desired.
Native Title on the contrary of giving rights back to the
Native people of Australia it takes them away. Land
rights and reclamation were applied for by the
traditional owners in 1978-80. Although, there are 7
ways that one may try to claim for Native Title. The ILC,
The Indigenous Land Corporation, which has nothing to
do with Native Title, buys land that has had its people
displaced due to the white apartite. Once reclaimed, a
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land tax was kindly handed over.
When land is acquired by default ‘the
usual way’ under false pretenses it is
rather bought back due to the land
tax. A sum of $3 million, $90,000 per
year. To pay off this land tax money
was not able to be earned in the
same way as in the past. Major
fundraising was initiated to secure
the land by a talking tour to America
and England through Quakers
Services Australia. There was
resistance by the white community
for trying to develop permaculture at
Murra Murra. An attitude shift from
the white community not the
indigenous is needed. Permaculture
provides independence from particular invisible structures within the government
and from those that would be better off being an invisible structure that don’t
support its dearly beloved traditional peoples.
To regenerate this land, 16 families were on 32 separate lots for males and
females.
$55,000 has been spent on solar to establish a grid feed power source. In 2005,
permaculture had been taking place and in that year fed the community from the
garden. Bio-fertilizer and Biovital compost tea preparations were instigated as a
strategy to make a positive change. People can come and commit a period of time
to help the farms development.
Permaculture has taken place on the farm. Marbuck attended his PDC taught by
Bill Mollison in 1983. He has had involvements within the permaculture world all
through till now. 2005 is when most of the permaculture work was initiated on
the farm. A PDC was taught by Geoff and Nadia in which the ages of those
aboriginals who attended were between 10 and 83.
Permaculture came from the aboriginal culture. The Indigenous use moon cycles,
energy cycles and companion planting. Aboriginals use ‘3 moon cycles’ as a period
of time keeping and the birth cycle (a 9 month cycle). There are 13 moon cycles in
a year. People in the aboriginal community already have permaculture as an
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instinct so teaching aboriginals in community is about allowing to open the
channels to access this instinct and develop it further. The young understand
what PC is about. Permaculture in an aboriginal community will be different in
physical appearance to a more well-known style of permaculture design as it
focuses more on where the energy and water lies in the land that can be ‘seen’ or
‘felt’ by those that are tuned in to seeing it. Planting is undertaken in
correspondence to energy and water in the land. Permaculture results from a
process that is not necessarily being reliant on the intellectual brain.
Resource: Permaculture Regeneration.
Spiritual Practice: block left nostril and breath through the nose for 20 minutes.
This opens the opposite hemisphere. While blowing a flute, after doing this you’ll
have a vision but you need to be able to give to be able to receive. For those that
don’t know how to give entirely, it is not their fault because they haven’t been
taught how to give.
Personal goals and divine goals fall together.
A Special Tree: James Cameron the producer of Avatar was inspired by Ron’s
special tree, his tree of compassion. When talking about being ‘one’ with the
world it truly is a spiritual knowledge gained through experience. Aboriginal
methods can be used to become one on a spiritual level and becoming one with
your surroundings. Can feel invisible and part of the object. If you’re not listening
you a can feel pain in the ears and may acquire a headache. Start opening up. The
brain is not what needs to know, often it can be the last. Your body will be the
first to know. Response in body comes from heart, brain follows. Brain is an
organizer and a manifesting tool. Consciousness is creating the brain.
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Session Topic:

Mediterrenean Food Forest
Convener / Notes-taker: Saar Ostreiher
Other Members: Melissa Blum Schaedel ilan.melissa(at)gmail.com, Frances
Subbiondo Frances.subbiondo(at)gmail.com, Barak Ben Hanan
barshoshan(at)gmail.com, Kay Baxter kay(at)koanga.org.nz, Revital Shoshany
Revital.shoshany(at)gmail.com, Harry Wykman harry(at)ptpc.com.au, Noga Zohar
nogazohar(at)gmail.com, Galia Roe galiaroe(at)gmail.com, Jo (hanna) Blin
joblin.jo(at)gmail.com, Betty Khouty bettykhoury(at)gmail.com, Maya Dicker
maych33(at)gmail.com, Mustafa F. Bakir mustafa(at)permacultureturkey.org,
Fouad Yammine ezetreal(at)gmail.com, Saar Ostreiher saarost(at)gmail.com,
Marco Barrantes marco(at)lalomadevelopment.com
Saar: We looked but haven’t found literature about Mediterranean food forest.
We found West Coast Food Forestry, and are reading Edible Forest Gardens.
We established a Study group on Mediterranean food forest.
There are different books but most are not relevant for the climate.
We want to create collaboration platform, maybe wiki based tool, great possibility
for regional work.
Kay Baxter (from NZ, living in a Mediterranean area in NZ) recommends Martin
Crawford books and
database. He also
publishes short books on
different issues.
Apiosinstitute.org –
existing database for
edible polycultures.
Important that all of us
will use one database.
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Tools:
WPN (PermacultureGlobal.com) we can use their maps to add our projects. We
can search by climates. We should interview those with experience. Remember to
listen to local land and also look for existing forest. Existing MED forest gardens:
Mustafa from Turkey, high altitude. Kay from N.Z.
We should read about MED ecologies globally. For whom, for permies, to suit our
needs. Farmers will follow only when they see the truth.
In West Turkey, there is a project for old fruit trees: they gather, propagate and
share old varieties, heritage trees.
Harry offers web help for the project. Maybe we could create sub project at the
Pc network? Turkey offers help but not on internet issues.
Case studies:
Mustafa: (marmaric.org) Existing apples, cherries, walnuts. Now planting support
species (Robinia pseudoacacia, Eleagnus , Judas tree, Spanish broom) inside the
orchard.
1.9 productive species to support species of trees. Nurseries for our project are
critical. Stress on multi-purpose plants.
For wild plants seed go to botanical research institutes.
Kay: Ultimate goal needs
to meet nutrition needs
and heal the land. See
negative example in
Tamera- Portugal,
planting mostly stone –
sugar trees instead of
complex nutrition. Fat is
more important than
protein...
Saar: I have 2 hectares plot for forest garden. Want to integrate researchers from
different disciplines. Want to grow calorie crops like carobs, acorns and
mesquites.
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Session Topic:

Permaculture at Universities
Convener: Ryan Harb
Notes-taker: Sara Hammer (sara.hammer(at)usq.edu.au)
Other Members: Itai Hauben (ecoitai(at)gmail.com); Banu Onuk
(banu(at)kuraldisi.com); Amit Cherteff (amitsheep(at)gmail.com); Tony Watkins
(awa06449(at)bigpond.net.au); Yotam Kay (Y-kay(at)hotmail.com); Niva Kay
(Niva.Kay(at)hotmail.com); Yip Tsz Lam (kfteayip(at)kfbg.org)
Ryan ran a session about permaculture in universities, which showcased his own
experience as a paid permaculture coordinator at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst (Ryan has already provided his slides to Craig).
The way Ryan achieved his goal was through the following steps:
 Persuade university administration of value by showing them external PC
site. Particularly important that you consider aesthetics, both for initial
model and for subsequent designs linked to university. Selling point was
food provenance and sector leadership.
 Linked permaculture with university dining services – one area with funding
tied to enrollments
 BUILD MOMENTUM: he used social media (facebook, twitter) to build an
online presence and excitement around permaculture. Also flyers and
simple marketing. Initial activity to sheet mulch allocated section of the
campus. Over 200 volunteers sheet mulch 1200 square feet.
 MAINTAIN MOMENTUM; with onset of winter Ryan held a ‘design charette'
(design process with 3 feedback loops). 120 people participated; some
traveled as far as 1.5 hours away. Once winter is over then, planting and
blitzes can take place
 MARKETING; alerting local media when plantings and other activities take
place
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Areas of possible activity within universities
 On site or nearby off site demonstration sites
 PDC at or within university although inclusion in university curriculum
risks ‘padding’ to fit current model.
 Permaculture units as electives in existing degrees. Need to document
clear case for inclusion into degree structure. PDC can introduce
element of local relevance and application.
 Flexible delivery of permaculture within distance education degrees
 Internships, extensions, and practicum
 Research
 Student club
 Permaculture committee to plan strategy initiatives within university
(e.g. Ryan’s university)
 Student PT employment on projects.
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SESSION 4
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Session Topic:

The Cross-fertilisation of International Aid and
Permaculture
Conveners: Simon Addison & Jean S. Renouf
Notes-takers: Simon Addison & Jean S. Renouf
Other Members: Carly Gillham, Dan Lewin, Sammy Press, Kay Baxter, Eva
Capozzola, Jillian Ferguson, Starhawk, Nazik Moudder, Sarah Franklyn, Alison
Heathcote, Andy Goldring, Hunter Heaivilin, Tony Rinaudo, Xavier San Giorgi
The purpose of the session was to bounce ideas on how the international aid
sectors (both the emergency and the development aspects) and the permaculture
sector can benefit from each other.
The session started with the agreement that despite the many flaws that
currently permeate the aid sector, permaculturists could provide constructive
feedback and engage with it rather than regularly criticizing it. It was also noted
that aid agencies are generally ignorant about permaculture, or have poor
understanding/misconceptions about it, indicating a need for sensitization,
education and training
Although not many aid agencies are currently implementing permaculture
projects, the following international agencies involved in permaculture were
identified: Acted, ADRA, CARE, World Vision, UNHCR.
It was also mentioned that a significant number of permaculturists are currently
working on projects in relief and development contexts, including in refugee
camps.
It was however recognised that there was a lack of capacity (funding, time)
among permaculturists / researchers / aid workers to follow through current
permaculture projects implemented by aid agencies. In addition, the UK
Permaculture Association, Quail Springs in the US, PRI Australia and other
permaculturists have already organised specific trainings to teach permaculture
to aid workers.
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The following ideas were identified to increase the cross-fertilisation between the
aid and the permaculture sectors:
- Directly approaching aid agencies to present the potential of permaculture
for their projects and to explore possibilities for partnership on projects;
- Involving think-tanks in addition to aid agencies;
- Potentially holding a one day meeting in London to discuss the benefits of
permaculture for aid and development, inviting senior aid agency
executives, government representatives, think tanks and leading
permaculturists;
- Appealing to NGO and international organisations executives for a
sustainable development (through permaculture) – presenting
permaculture principles and ethics as a responsible and sustainable
framework for international development;
- Undertaking evidence based research and drafting reports on the use of
permaculture in different aid and development settings;
- Using a technical approach such as the restoration of watersheds to gather
permaculturists and aid agencies in the same room;
- Building support through existing permaculturists working with aid
agencies;
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- Building a ‘bioregional’ approach (check the Bioregional Resource Index)
(for example building a strategy at regional level to deal with entire
watersheds restoration);
- Following World Vision’s experience in bringing permaculture through
trainings and consultants;
- Organising trainings for permaculturists before they go providing aid;
- Considering creating a ‘Permaculture without Borders’ sort of organisations
(the name Permaculture without Borders is already used but the extent of
the projects is unknown);
- Similarly and as part of disaster preparedness, permaculturists could
consider design and develop tools to be used abroad easily (such as easily
transportable compost bins, etc);
- Instead of focusing only on the technical benefits of permaculture, aid
agencies would also benefit from permaculture’s way of connecting
functions and elements (for instance through information-based networks);
- There is an urgent need for permaculturists to represent themselves more
effectively at global aid and development forums, to show international
development institutions that permaculture is a powerful tool for
international development; Permaculturists could also offer their skills as
consultants;
- Existing permaculture projects should now build resilience and plan for the
worst (tsunami, earthquake, oil or food disruption, etc) depending on the
existing vulnerabilities in each projects/individual’s area;
- Resilience relies on building social capital/relationships rather than goods.
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Session Topic:

Islam and Permaculture
Convener / Notes-taker: Sakina Grome
Other Members: Rhamis Kent, Alex (Abdur-Rahman) McCausland
3 ethics of PC are clearly laid out in Islam
Tawhid- Divine unity/Oneness of God and interconnection of His creation
5 Pillars of Islamic worship:
Shahada – testimony of faith
Salat – Prayer
Zakat – Charity (Redistributing the Surplus and People Care)
Sawm – Fasting
Hajj – Pilgrimage
Surah Baqarah (Chapter 2 of the Qur’an, The Cow), Verse 30
God has put a khalifah (steward, viceregent) on earth
Khalifah of the Muslims is a leader and ensures the safety security of the people
as well as security of wealth.
We are all stewards of the earth and as such have the responsibility to care for it.
The Sunnah (Tradition/Way) of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace and blessings be
upon him) is that people lived sustainably and did not use resources to excess.
"Beware of the earth, for it is your root and basis, and there is nothing which a
person does on it, that it will not report, whether it is good or bad." Hadith
(saying) of the Prophet Muhammad, Peace be upon him (At-Tabarani)
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“The earth is your mother, so take care of your mother” –Hadith of the Prophet
(Peace be upon him) (At-Tabari)
A man came to Allah's Messengerand said, "O Allah's Messenger! Who is more
entitled to be treated with the best companionship by me?" The Prophet said,
"Your mother." The man said. "Who is next?" The Prophet said, "Your mother."
The man further said, "Who is next?" The Prophet said, "Your mother." The man
asked for the fourth time, "Who is next?" The Prophet said, "Your father." (Sahih
Al Bukhari, Narrated by Abu Huraira)
This shows the importance of the mother in the context of Islam but when we
consider the previous hadith that the earth is your mother, then how should we
be treating the earth?
Society of Arabs historically was
more pastoral (i.e., use of lunar
calendar)
If we want to find Permaculture in
Islam, we have to look a bit deeper.
We can’t stop the destruction but
we still have to be stewards.
Permaculture gives us the methods
to be a steward. In the context of
Islam, if you’re given the job of
being a steward, how do you know
how to manage the earth? How do
you find out? Permaculture can
help.
How do we share this message and
connect it with faith in a way that
reaches people?
-For example, some people are devout in their worship but completely
unconnected to environment. Islam as ritual actions only—means we are
still destroying the earth. What good are these acts of worship if this level
of destruction is happening?
-Muslims don’t understand earth care as #1. We focus on Care of People
and Share of the Surplus but the base, the foundation has to be secure.
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-Maybe we need to say, “Permaculture is Care of People.” Look at all the
Muslims being affected from around the world, the people in general being
affected by natural disasters and environmental destruction. Pakistan, etc.
-Why is this not the first thing people are taught in their Islamic education?
-Hadith about the Prophet (PBUH) passing through the desert and
taking rest under the tree as a traveler. You wouldn’t think of cutting
the tree down, you need it for rest and shade.
-Some people take it as not caring about the world because they are
only focused on Paradise in the next world, and so they focus on
devotional acts.
-You can focus only on part of the tradition and find what you want,
if that’s what you want to do, instead of taking things as a whole.
The cure for the confusion that people have about what is the nature of the
faith—how people should treat the earth:
-If you look at the entire life of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon
Him), you discover how he was with regard to the earth.
-If you try to derive some understanding of the Qur’an without looking at
him (PBUH) as a model, it’s a disaster.
-Going back to the hadith in the beginning, if you don’t have your root,
you’re dead, you don’t have the ability to take in nutrition
Problems of sharing Permaculture with Muslims in the U.S.
-Little connection to the environment
-Told that if their job is halal (permissible) and they perform the necessary
worship and take care of the family they are doing enough.
-The job might not be that halal – it’s a different wisdom if you look at it
closely
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Instead of going to Muslims to talk about going Green, why not say, “Our brothers
are going through this and this….”
-Maybe they think it’s a hippie/western thing
-A lot of people carry trauma from the places/experiences they come
from
-Think of anything pastoralist/farming as associated with poverty or
low class/caste
Diversity in US – can’t agree/ don’t have fundamental structures/systems in place
in communities to discuss higher needs
-How to then move forward on environmental issues?
Syria – a lot of unrest because of food prices.
Muslim countries are made more unstable because they are not capable of
feeding themselves
No country in the Middle East can feed themselves.
Iran- pretty food secure
US Muslims will care when the big scholars there talk about it.
Start with the women: Everywhere the women carry the heavy loads a lot of the
time.

US- we have a problem because we don’t know
what goes into producing our goods- larger issue
of disconnect and living in a consumer society.
UK- more urgent problems- this is seen as a
luxury for the middle/upper class.
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Maslov’s hierarchy of needs
-Base of pyramid – security/physiological needs.
-Most of the problems are on the level of people being unable to secure
their basic needs but it’s colored as a security problem. Seen as further up
the pyramid and without high priority but in reality it’s at the root and base
if you have to be able to solve this issue to have an impact.
Get a sheiykh on board- fatwa based on hadith.
UK: Sheiykh Abdul Hakim Murad
US: Dr. ‘Umar Farook Abd Allah
Project in Syria: Trying to live the way the companions lived in terms of the
environment.
-Don’t have to go live in the desert again as Bedouin.
-Because we have gone to excesses and indulged in this world and are
destroying this world.
-Can model what the Fertile Crescent used to look like
Syria- a place for amazing opportunities when it settles down for people to see
the possibilities.
Need to create a working model and show them what is possible.
Palestine- getting people to supply their own needs empowers them to deal with
the occupation- food and resource sovereignty
You can frame it in those terms, it is political. How revolutionary can you be if you
have to rely upon your occupiers for resources?
The sunnah (tradition/way of the Prophet Muhammad, Peace be upon him) must
be sustainable/regenerative/permanent:
How free can one be to serve God and emulate the Prophet (PBUH) if one is
a slave to this economic system?
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There are no shortages- God is always giving constantly. The scarcity is created by
us.
Qur’an: The odious things we find in the world are from us. It’s OUR blindness to
the true nature of God.
If we knew this, there would be no reason to worry.
Pattern Language is seeing and understanding what the Lord has done and being
able to read it and operate in accord with what you need to do.
You will do what you need to do and get what you need to and find more than
you need- abundantly more!
“Which of the blessings of your Lord would you then deny?” Surah Rahman
(Chapter 55 of the Qur'an, The Beneficent), Verse 13
“I am in the opinion of my servant” – Hadith Qudsi
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Session Topic:

Middle East, Turkey, and North African
Collaborations in Permaculture Eyes
Convener: Noga Zohar
Notes-takers: Noga Zohar & Revital Shoshany
Other Members: Mustafa Fatih Bakir, Alice Gray, Gilad Margalit, Raya Jabali,
Murat Onuk, Tony Renaud, Galia Roe, Barak Ben Hanan, Melissa Blum Shaedel,
Tom, Miraji Muganda, Anselm Ibing, Jo Blin, Melissa Andrews, Banu Onuk, Fouad
Yammine, Christopher List, Amit Chertoff, Gilad Margalit, Betty Khoury, Aurelia
Weintz
What are our needs as a region?
 Seed Exchange
 We have many common problems and could come up with common
solutions
 Meetings
 Database to exchange knowledge and ideas
 Exchange knowledge on Community Projects
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Mustafa, Turkey - Suggests a Regional Gathering in Turkey next year.
There is chaos and there is potential – every day there are more people interested
in permaculture.
In the Regional Gathering we would gather people from: Greece, Bulgaria, Iran,
Iraq, Lebanon, Armenia, Romania, Syria, Israel, Morocco, Jordan and of course
other interested participants.
Turkey has a PRI but not a co-operate. It can be done; there was a national
convergence, very successful.
Let’s nominate representatives from each country.
Maybe there will be a PDC in Turkey next summer and it can be just after it.
We can use this opportunity for seed exchange.
It’s important to record the source of the seeds! Label – What, Where & When
and possibly add pictures of fruit, leaf and full plant.
Conclusions:
A regional support group – for the Regional Conference
Suggestions for the Convergence:
Presentations of projects – by different topics
Local knowledge – throughout this year lets collect local indigenous knowledge
and share with others there.
Discuss and share
information on common
plants that will be shared.
Media coverage of the
different countries coming
together – an example of
collaboration.
Hands-on skill workshops
from local elders – could
help fund the convergence.
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Build a hands-on project as part of the convergence.
It’s important to keep the Regional Meeting tight and strong – get the main event
going and in the future perhaps expand further activities.
We will continue to communicate electronically before the Meeting.
We could organize to come in from neighboring countries a week before to help
out organizing the space. We are all active innovative people that could take an
active part in the organizing part as well.
Outside funds will always be anonymous and without expectations.
Beyond that there is a need for local affordable Arabic speaking PDC’s.
There is a need to create a fund for future generations. A fund that will allow for
more students and grass-root activities to take part in these convergences.
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SESSION 5
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Session Topic:

Practical Permaculture For Home (PPH)
Convener / Notes-taker: Senem Tufekcioglu
Other Members: Alison Heathcote (Australia), Banu Onuk (Turkey), Alex
McCausland, Niva Kay, Javier Valbuena, Yip Tsz Lam, Murat Onuk, Maya Dicker,
Mustafa Fatih Bakır
PPH is a course designed for
people living in the city.
In this session, we brainstormed
ideas about what could be
included in this course.
- This course can build a
permaculture community and
connect people!
- Handouts, posters and a website
would help connect!
What will we learn?
 Pollutants

 Balcony Ceiling

 Hay Box

 Toxins in food,
detergents, etc.

 No more organic
waste

 Solar Cooking

 CSA

 Permablitz

 Worm Farms

 Medicinal Plants

 Pigeons

 Mushrooms

 Pot swings

 GMO’s

 Hybrid seeds

 Window garden

 Aquariums

 Healthy Food

 Solar drying

 Green cleaning

 Gray water

 Vertical gardens

 Teaching children

 Container gardens
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 Functional kitchen

 City tree (Israel)

 Linda Woodrow

 Ecologically
renovated
apartments
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Session Topic:

Permaculture Learning with Children (part 2)
Convener / Notes-taker: Noga Zohar
Other Members: Betty Khoury, Nazik Moudden, Monica Ibacache, Fouad
Yammine, Roberto Perez Rivero, Eva Capozzola, Aurelia Weintz, Lauren Minis,
Chris Anderson
We’ve spoken in the previous session on the common challenges and ideas about
teaching Permaculture to children.
Now we’d like to break it down to a real outcome that will continue this
collaboration and allow us to combine the collective creativity.
We want a Database on Permaculture for Children. That would be available not
just for Permaculture teachers but all teachers in various educational settings.
A simple and accessible database that would spread out the activities we created.
In it will be:







Activities
Project plans (i.e. – a School Audit on the carbon footprint of the school)
Videos
Pictures
Cartoons and comics
And much more!

Noga will create a GoogleDocs page with various folders that will then be
available to the group to upload their content.
The group will be able to manage and edit the database.
We will also open a Google Group on the subject to allow discussion and updates.
Later publicize to the full IPC and in the future to teachers worldwide.
Let’s plant the seed as soon as possible and watch it grow!
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Session Topic:

Northeast USA Take-home Messages
Convener / Notes-taker: Ethan Roland (NY)
Other Members: Monica Ibacache (NY), Magali Veillon (NY), Ryan Harb (MA),
Frances Subbiondo (NJ / NY / VT), Eva Capazolla (NY).
Question: What are the main messages or ideas you want to take home to our
Northeast Permaculture Community from the International Permaculture
Convergence?
 Cuba!!! Cuba is hosting the
next International
Permaculture Convergence in
November, 2013.
o As a Northeast Pc
Community, let’s
support Cuba in every
possible way as they
prepare for this event:
o Fundraise (For Cubans,
and for delegates from
Central America, South America, Africa, and Asia)
o Technical / Web Support
o Translators
o Roberto Perez of Cuba and the film ‘Power of Community’ will be
touring in the Northeast sometime in 2012 or 2013. Contact: Monica
Ibacache
o (Related: Julious Piti of Zimbabwe will also visit & tour the
Northeast!)
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 Other themes of the conference + convergence:
o Inspiration! There are incredible projects and people all over the
world. The IPC is an excellent and inspiring platform for
interconnecting and building our global permaculture movement.
o You can see people & projects, and ADD YOUR OWN, at the
Worldwide Permaculture Network: www.permacultureglobal.com
o There is a massive coalescing of intention, purpose, and tools within
the permaculture movement.
o We are also solidifying on-the-ground applications of permaculture
design thinking…
 For International Aid & Development
 For broad-acre land regeneration (e.g. FMNR)
o … and ways to communicate about them.
 Worldwide Permaculture Network – the Facebook of
Permaculture
 Permaculture.org.au forums
 Regular International Permaculture Convergences
o There are commonalities in the successes and challenges people are
facing with community permaculture education around the world.
What we face at home is also being faced in Africa, the Arab World,
and beyond!
o There is a strong need for Social Permaculture – especially conflict
resolution.
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o People in the Permaculture Movement are moving quickly to
integrate and scale up permaculture institutions and businesses. For
Example
 Farmer Managed Natural Regeneration @ World Vision
International
 Global Biodiversity Exchange as a new funding source
 Making the Business Case for Earth Repair Work (Rhamis Kent)
 The Carbon Farming Course (NY)
 Pc @ Universities (Ryan Harb)
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Session Topic:

Permaculture and Popular Movements
Convener / Notes-taker: Barak Ben Hanan Barshoshan(at)gmail.com
Other Members: Chris Anderson catchthewater(a t)gmail.com
For the talk only Chris showed up. In the evening I shared my experience from the
tent movement in Israel.
The first session was more of a talk of how to mobilize a city center neighborhood
for a community project.
 The question raised was how to involve the community that many people
will join.
 We discussed how many people are involved and what is the ideal means
of communication with them.
 Because it’s not more than 4000 people at the first stage, internet
connection like Facebook or mail is difficult.
 It’s advisable to start with defining the project in an emotion and to think
about the best in the world outcome. For example: “To revive the city
center so it will heal the soil while engaging the community and connecting
them emotionally to the area they leave in the nature and each other”.
Defining like this is like a sharp tool that can say immediately if we are on
track or not.
 To see that the project is the process of how to help the community to
design and build the place themselves other than just building the garden.
 First advisable step- to engage the community and to build a nucleus of
dedicated people that will push the initiative forward.
 Second, starting talks to design the mutual dream; the process and the
design.
 Ideas to engage to people:
o Jam session
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o Swap party with community friendly cake competition
o Small plants that will be given to people to start conversation and
talk about the idea
Lessons from Israel tent movement and possibilities...
All around the world people are going out to streets by the thousand saying no
more. No more social injustice, no more dictatorship, no more modern slavery. In
Egypt, Syria, Spain, Israel, Portugal, Libya.
The Demonstrations were different. In a some places like Egypt and Syria with
extremely violent reaction from the government in others like Israel peaceful
demonstrations that where met from the government and municipalities with a
mixture of saying that they support the movement but at the same time also
trying to minimize and make its voice lessen.
How it evolved in Israel:
Personal initiative of a girl kicked out of her rented house- she went to build a
tent in a central Tel Aviv boulevard (Rotchild). In the next few days many tents
joined resulting in two month mass gatherings all around the country of tent
cities- people moving their life to the street claiming the public domain for the
people and calling the government to work for the people towards social justice.
The demonstration accommodated to a 600,000 people demonstration. (30% of
people that actually can go out to demonstrate.)
To learn more about the tent look for articles about the tent movement in
Google.
Permaculture initiatives in the demonstrations:
 Barak and friends started inside the main tent city in Rotchild the “YES WE
TENT- what I personally can do right here and now”. In this tents area we
conducted talks demonstration, panels around the topic (urban growing
food, the meaning of a house to me, the new world we strive for,
BOLOBOLO autonomy, environmental subjects, simple living ETC.)
 Helped the whole tent city be more sustainable:
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o Compost for the huge central free kitchen that served the thousands
of people.
o Grey water guerrilla systems etc.
 We held a meeting between all the green people in the tent cities around
the country to get to know each other, give support and to centralize the
message.
 The strength came from a very non hierarchal way of working togethereveryone joining where he can.
 Green action was different between cities- in Jerusalem a small ecological
eco-village. In others only talks- mainly because of municipalities breaking
down every physical initiative.
 Many people were exposed for the first time to compost, permaculture,
community gardening etc.
 In the city started local initiatives to start community gardens in abandoned
buildings- the municipality blocked it with police.
 Some initiatives like compost stayed only after establishing co-operation
with people that move green initiatives in the municipality.
 To maintain presence of “YES doing” a cooperation between many
individuals and organizations was needed.
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Session Topic:

Deep Psychology and Permaculture
Conveners: Gilad Margalit and Starhawk
Notes-taker: Gilad Margalit
Other Members: Simon Addison- simon.addison(at)gmail.com, Carly Gillhamcarly.gillham(at)gmail.com, Barak Ben Hanan- barshoshan(at)gmail.com, Melissa
Ilan- ilan.melissa(at)gmail.com, Maya- maych33(at)gmail.com, Jean Renoufjeanrenouf(at)yahoo.fr, Frank Wolf- frankwolf2(at)googlemail.com
What are the challenges that people face in continuing their journey in
permaculture?
Why do so many people drop out of permaculture over time?
What obstacles do people face?
Why do some people persist?
What social, psychological, energetic, cultural patterns hold permaculture from
fulfilling itself and block its progress?
Is it something to do with the nature of the human condition? People’s tendency
to shift from one path in life to another when they face obstacles of challenges,
rather than push through? They take the easy path by opting out…
Is it something to do with their inability to cope with stress?
Perhaps some people come to permaculture because they are just seeking a place
to hide, or looking for solace due to some deeper issues that they face from their
early life, that are in their psyche, but they do not find an immediate solution in
permaculture, leading them to become dissatisfied or discouraged? Perhaps they
are seeking a quick fix to deeper internal problems that permaculture cannot
solve, so they look for another panacea.
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Different people have different permaculture journeys… What kinds of patterns
can we discern?
One person spoke of their journey, telling how they came to permaculture
because they were seeking an ideology, somewhere to hide because they did not
feel able to fit into the mainstream. Later in life they realised that actually they
had to deal with deeper personal and emotional issues before they could actually
manifest a full and effective life, but it was not permaculture that provided this
path, but internal personal work.
This highlighted the fact that
while the process of
permaculture design is quite an
intellectual one, it cannot
ignore the emotional aspects
that are involved – often we
need to engage with the
emotions before the intellect
in order to be effective,
especially when working in
groups
One issue highlighted was the
fact that some people had faced difficulty in dealing with permaculture groups
and associations, particularly around the ineffective ways in which such groups
often operate, particularly through their desire to pursue consensus decision
making, their failure to support leaders, their internal power struggles
The importance of non-violent communication methods was highlighted as being
very important in facilitating the establishment and sustainable growth of
permaculture groups and communities
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Session Topic:

Using (Social) MEDIA to create
GLOBAL CHANGE
Convener / Notes-taker: Anselm Ibing
Other Members: Christopher List- realist(at)list-5.com, Lilianlicious(at)gmail.com, Guy Wauters- info(at)stroompunt.be
The main question was: how can we create social media content that reaches
large numbers of people & how can this content create action toward global
change, not only in the field of permaculture, but in general, in everything that’s
wrong with this current system of neoliberal-consumerist-industrialism.
i.e. how to move beyond creating only awareness and actually create change.
Why social media and video? It’s simply the language of the day – TV is almost
out, everything’s in 2-5 minute clips on YouTube etc.
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Session Topic:

Sharing Permaculture Stories through Film
Convener / Notes-taker: Lauren Minis
Other Members: Helaine Alon
Video Film captures more – see faces, hear voice, capture emotion. There is a
story with characters, we create relationships with these characters by seeing
ourselves in them, create relatedness. People gain insight; see the human in the
other and see opportunities of what they can do in their own communities. This in
turn creates a bigger web of connection, a greater network
Can we create a larger film that captures peoples’ stories (from around the world)
to be told/shared around the world?
Lauren’s original concept (one idea):
Share peoples inspirations/positive stories through video on a website
Start Locally (for me would be doing a Bay Area California pilot) and then build it
up to be global. For the Local project, we could set up a kickstarter campaign. This
could turn into something as powerful as facebook, wiserearth, etc. The whole
idea is to create more relatedness and connection amongst people from around
the world, global community.
In addition, we can create a permaculture oriented version and add it as an
additional element to the Global Permaculture Projects site – ask Craig about the
possibilities of this)
There is a need to have more communities member voices heard vs. project
manager voices. May want to look into applying participatory video to see how
community members can access the project.
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Additional ideas:
On Global Permaculture project website, compile bibliographies of movie, long
and short (could also be on YouTube, vimeo, etc.), of projects and inspirational
films to share that we can use to integrate in our PDC courses/spread the word so
people have access
Film can get the word out about your project, and can be about gaining feedback
as to how things are going – monitor and evaluate (wished there was more talk
about the importance of this in peoples experiences with their work)
Has there been a history of permaculture documentary/ about the movement
itself?
To do’s
Talk to Craig; ask about incorporating ideas into existing site
Ask Rico about him sharing his resources in regards to films
If anyone would like to collaborate with us and shed more ideas about this (and
if you have connections to resources, funding sources, have film/editing and
website skills), please contact me at Lauren.minis(at)gmail.com. Let’s start
building this and making something happen!
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CLOSING CIRCLE - Plenary Session
Comments and Reflections
Notes-taker: Andy Goldring

Everyone said a very big thank you to the organisers, to Owen and the team for
hosting the open space, and to the other participants for being so open with
information and sharing their insights and knowledge. People were deeply
inspired by the Open Space and the convergence and it clearly had a big effect on
many people. I have not repeated all the comments of thanks endlessly. Please
read the following notes in that context of gratitude.
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The following are bullet points of the keywords and points, rather than verbatim
text. All errors are mine.
 It’s hot! And the heat seemed to give us direction through our talks.
 I have reached a real clarity about my own purpose. Now I know why I am
living in Morocco.
 Bill, Geoff, David and the many pioneers have given us deep roots, I know
that permaculture is in fabulous hands.
 I think we need to be more challenging next time.
 Feet on the ground, struck by everyone's courage. We need to celebrate all
that we do.
 Thanks for the open knowledge sharing.
 Potatoes – had a great session on staple foods. I am going to write a peer
reviewed paper after attending the research session.
 The permaculture network is liberalised.
 Had great fun, enjoyed giving and receiving information.
 It’s like a big family, and this was a great reunion, looking forward to Cuba!
 Have made many new like-minded friends, thanks.
 People care how much you care, not how much you know. Let’s keep
developing our compassion.
 Fantastic knowledge sharing.
 Hope, challenge, inspiration.
 It’s been a great feel good week, now it’s time for the real work when we
get back home.
 Get in where you fit in. Find your niche, your role and make your offering.
 Positive experience.
 Made really significant progress here.
 Appreciate the advice and willingness of people to welcome and engage
with me.
 Good luck over the next year.
 A coalescing of purpose, intention and sharing of tools for collective use.
 Inspired – I'm a small person here but part of a big family.
 Collaborative learning.
 Till we meet again – the compassion here is wonderful.
 Next time lets invite outsiders to our conference more – Warren Buffet and
Bill Gates?!
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 We discussed aid agencies and sharing knowledge and experience with
them – they are not the enemy and do lots of great work – lets connect.
 Much food for thought and practical skills which will create more food to
eat too!
 Urban permaculture strategies really useful.
 Working together is really exciting, gives me hope for the world and
inspiration.
 Thank you, coming here was a really important decision in my life.
 Southern California’s convergence next – may day. National US
convergence too?
 Sense of responsibility and determination – serious and light hearted.
 Respect!
 Let’s stay and create an eco-village here!
 Inspired and honoured – created new connections and new synapses in my
brain.
 Middle East collaboration was amazing – hosting a regional convergence in
Turkey in the summer of 2012.
 Solar cooking sessions were amazing – very useful.
 Inspired to work harder on my return.
 Many smiles, tired but happy.
 Inspiration – what an amazing mob of world changers.
 New sense of meaning and opportunity.
 Thanks for your courage!
 Privilege to be here, grateful for the heart opening in Israel.
 Practical, mystical and sense of scale. Let’s step up to the big challenge
ahead and work at a bigger scale.
 Hurray! Info shared, learnt a lot, looking forward to the new collaborations.
 Connections and physical work in the future.
 Inspired by our Mediterranean brothers and sisters.
 Green, flexible, inspiring, just like our talking stick. [We were given a green
rubbery animal which glows when moved to use as talking stick!]
 Courage, sharing, new steps to take, help people be who they really are.
 Impatience to start working.
 So happy to be part of it, moving and emotional.
 A really supportive space and container for the day.
 Inspired that my life is moving in the right direction.
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 We're like a slime mould –
can be individuals, but can
also come together as one
and then send seeds out to
the world!
 Looking forward to the
Turkey regional convergence.
 Thanks to Guy, Troy and
Starhawk for the mentoring.
 The Mediterranean
workshop and progress was
amazing.
 Like Paul Hawken says, we are part of the world's immune system, part of a
greater whole.
 Very excited about the future.
 Super-grateful – awesome people.
 Feel wonderful that I can pursue my dream. I'm going to quit my job and
spread it out.
 Awesome experience, looking forward to Turkey and visiting African
projects.
 Most thankful for meeting people and friends to connect to for the rest of
my life.
 We can change the world.
 We are stardust on the earth, growing in love, healing the earth.
 Our work is much more powerful when our project goals, life goals and the
earth's goals are in harmony.
 I want to share two moments. I wasn't sure if I was in a dream or not – the
cooperation between people whose nation's don't cooperate was amazing
– so good to share with others in the Mediterranean session
 It is my job to teach that diversity is crucial for change, and here the
diversity of people was incredible.
 Aboriginal stories need to be told – let’s work at next IPC to get more
indigenous voices heard – they are part of a disappearing world.
 Great gratitude and look forward to continue the work when I get home... I
feel friendship here and I want to pass that on.
 Learnt so much - will spread it and live it.
 Inspired by many people's expertise.
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 Thank you for sharing your bacterial wealth!
 Thank you for coming to Jordan.
 Convergence has achieved more than Kyoto and more peace than the
peace talks.
 Permaculture gatherings are magical and addictive – see you next time!
 It’s a unique place here to work in.
 People diversity, feels good.
 Big responsibility to pass this on and link it to Cuba next time. Looking
forward to Cuba.
 Permaculture is like a tribe and I am very happy to be part of the tribe. It’s
the best job in the world – fruits of seeds pioneers have planted, and how
many more there will be in the future. This gives me strength and hope.
 Thanks for conference and convergence!
 A sexy little piece of snot. [reference to the talking stick!] Thanks for sharing
your visions.
 See you at the European convergence in August next year.
 I'm the only Austrian here, but feel I am part of a big family.
 So many young people – a great energy that you can feel.
 Honour to be around so many great people. I'll help you if I can.
 The rich fabric of life has been made more exciting by this convergence.
More than exciting.
 This was my first IPC – amazing experience, felt very welcome.
 Peace be on all of you. May all our conversations and endeavours be
blessed. (Followed by a beautiful reading from the Qur'an.)
 Lucky to be in the permaculture garden.
 Will report back to my villages and Indian women.
 I have done three courses now and I am working with farmers. Now they
are telling all their farmer friends too about how to use permaculture.
 Don't just look at the certificate on the wall – you must get out and use it!
 Thanks to the Permaculture Association for my sponsorship and helping me
to be here.
 We mustn't get lost in our minds, live more in the heart and follow that,
that is where the true resources are shared.
 This desert is gorgeous and will be sad to leave it.
 Mind-blowing experience!
 My permaculture knowledge has increased exponentially.
 Lots of excitement and hope in the Middle East workshops.
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 Nice to meet all of you.
 Grateful for the opportunity to come, check each other and learn from each
other.
 To share on a personal level will have a ripple effect to change the world.
We can't all be Obamas, but we can all do something.
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The two pages that follow re-articulate, in a single-page each, the entire
Proceedings document. There are two different versions, but each uses graphic
art that is based upon actual counts of the common words and themes found
within the text of these entire Proceedings. Please enjoy these graphics as
colorful, playful, visual, as well as text-based, further perspectives on key
learnings and sharings among us from the IPC 10, Jordan, Open Space Event.

∞

҉

∞

Reflecting on your experiences during your time at
Wadi Rum… What will you take back with you out
into the wide and changing world? What impact
will this have for shaping our collective future?
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OPEN SPACE PARTICIPANT CONTACT LIST
Last Name

First Name

Country

Email

Addison

Simon

UK

Simon.addison(at)gmail.com

Ahmad

Nema

Al Babtain

Sami

Saudi Arabia

greencolor2007(at)hotmail.com;
email500(at)gmx.com

Alon

Helaine

Andersen

Tony

Denmark

andersen.tony(at)gmail.com

Anderson

Chris

United States

catchthewater(at)gmail.com

Andrews

Melissa

South Africa

milandrews(at)gmail.com

Avaneas

Vic

Armenia/Iran/Australia

vavaneas(at)gmail.com

Avis

Rob

Canada

rob(at)vergepermaculture.ca

Bakir

Mustafa Fatih

Turkey

mustafa(at)permacultureturkey.org

Barrantes

Marco

United States

marco(at)lalomadevelopment.com;
marco(at)urbangardens.org

Baxter

Kay

New Zealand

kay(at)koanga.org.nz

Ben Hanan

Barak

Israel

barshoshan(at)gmail.com

Blin

Jo(hanna)

Bonner

Tedrowe

United States

jtbonner(at)rubiconseven.com

Borucke

Michael

United States

michael.jborucke(at)gmail.com

Brush

Warren

United States

w(at)quailsprings.org

Bushman

Margie

United States

margie(at)sbpermaculture.org

Cappazzola

Eva

United States

ahimsaphoto(at)gmail.com;
eva.zola(at)gmail.com

Chertoff

Amit

Corker

Rob
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helaine.alon(at)gmail.com

joblin.jo(at)gmail.com

amitsheep(at)gmail.com
New Zealand

bob(at)koanga.org.nz
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Davis

Hannah

United States

davis.hannah.r(at)gmail.com

Dicker

Maya

Israel

maych33(at)gmail.com

Durand

Miles

Australia

mdurand(at)live.com.au

Eskanazi

Eyal

Brazil

fistuk(at)yahoo.com

Evans

Blair

bevans(at)incite-focus.org

Everett

Rod

Muddlewood(at)phonecoop.coop;
rodeverett(at)phonecoop.coop

Ferguson

Sharon

United States

strawdesign(at)gmail.com

Ferguson

Jillian

United States

jillyhazel(at)gmail.com

Fischer

Jan (Kipper)

Germany

info(at)soned.de

Fish

Cathe'

United States

practicalpermaculture(at)gmail.com

Franklyn

Sarah

Ireland

sara.f(at)opensono.com;
ruanua23(at)yahoo.com

Garcia

Jordan

Australia

Jg360(at)uowmail.edu.au

Gardner

Ron

Australia

mguamau(at)yahoo.com.au

Gillham

Carly

Australia

carly.gillham(at)gmail.com

Goldring

Andy

United Kingdom

andyg(at)permaculture.org.uk

Gray

Alice

Grome

Sakina

United States

sakinagrome(at)gmail.com

Guawamau

Marbuck

Australia

mguamau(at)yahoo.com.au

Hablutzel

Owen

United States

go2owen(at)gmail.com;
owen(at)permacultureusa.org

Hammer

Sara

Australia

sara_hammer(at)usq.edu.au

Harb

Ryan

United States

iamharb(at)gmail.com

Hauben

Itai

Costa Rica

ecoitai(at)gmail.com

Heaivilin

Hunter

United States

info(at)ponopermaculture.com;
Hunter(at)TheGreenHouseHawaii.com

Heathcote

Alison

Jordan/Australia

wastewarriors(at)yahoo.com
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Holt

Baden

Australia

badenholt(at)gmail.com

Horgan

Beau

Australia

beauhorgan(at)zoho.com;
shareduniverse(at)gmail.com

Ibacache

Monica

United States

monica.ibacache(at)gmail.com

Ibing

Anselm

Jordan

donanselmo(at)gmail.com

Jabali

Raya

Jordan

raya.jabali(at)gmail.com

Joudah

S. Ahmad Abu

Kay

Yotam

Israel

y_kay(at)hotmail.com

Kay

Niva

Israel

niva.kay(at)gmail.com

Kent

Rhamis

United States

rhamis_kent(at)yahoo.com

Khan

Humayun

UK

humayun(at)miraclesbydesign.co.uk

Khoury

Betty

Egypt/Lebanon

bettykhoury(at)gmail.com

King

Eric

United States

info(at)yesgngn.com;
teamprosperitylv(at)yahoo.com

Koppula

Narsanna

India

narsanna_koppula(at)yahoo.com

Krubeck

Petra Sigrun

Germany

petra(at)krubeck.de

Lam

Yip Tsz

Hong Kong

Kfteayip(at)kfbg.org

Lawton

Geoff (Jamal Al
Deen)

Australia

geoff(at)permaculture.org.au

Lawton

Nadia Abu Yahia Jordan/Australia

nadia(at)permaculture.org.au

Lewin

Dan

United Kingdom

dan(at)temwa.org.uk;
yogin24(at)hotmail.com

List

Christopher

Namibia

realist(at)list_5.com

Mackintosh

Craig

Margalit

Gilad

Israel

gilad(at)permacultureisrael.org

McArdle

Kirsty

Morocco

kirstymcardle5(at)googlemail.com

McCausland

Alex

Ethiopia

alex1mcc(at)yahoo.com;
info(at)permalodge.org
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Mellet

Paulo

UK

paulomellet(at)gmail.com

Minis

Lauren

United States

lauren.minis(at)gmail.com

Mollison

Bill

Tasmania

Moore

Michael

Canada

mvmoore790(at)gmail.com

Moudden

Nazik

Morrocco/France

nmoudden(at)yahoo.com

Muganda

Miraji

Tanzania

mirajijuganda(at)gmail.com

Nyika

Walter

Malawi

mugovenyika(at)yahoo.co.uk;
rescope(at)seedingschools.org

Onuk

Banu

Turkey

banu(at)kuraldisi.com

Onuk

Murat

Turkey

muratonuk1(at)gmail.com

Ostreiher

Saar

Israel

saarost(at)gmail.com

Perez

Roberto

Cuba

ropernicus2002(at)yahoo.es

Piti

Julius

Zimbabwe

poret.trust(at)yahoo.com;
juliuspiti(at)gmail.com

Press

Samuel

Renouf

Jean

Ricaud

Lilian

lilious(at)gmail.com

Rinaudo

Tony

tony.rinaudo(at)worldvision.com.au

Rival

Laura

UK / Amazon

irival.tipiti(at)gmail.com;
laurarival(at)geh.ox.ac.uk

Roe

Galia

Israel

galiaroe(at)gmail.com

Roe

Wes

United States

wes(at)sbpermaculture.org

Roland

Ethan

United States

ethan(at)carbonfarmingcourse.com

San Giorgi

Xavier

Netherlands

SanGiorgi(at)gmail.com

Shaedel

Melissa Blum

Israel

ilan.melissa(at)gmail.com

Shoshany

Revital

Skayem

Paul
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presssammy(at)gmail.com
France

jeanrenouf(at)yahoo.fr

revital_shoshany(at)gmail.com
Lebanon

Paul_skayem(at)wvi.org
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Smith-Moir

Lindsay

Starhawk

linz(at)linknet.com.au
United States

stella(at)mcn.org

Steer-khan

Samson

UK

mastersquishy(at)hotmail.com

Subbiondo

Frances

United States

frances.subbiondo(at)gmail.com

Tantillo

Paige

United States

ptantil(at)yahoo.com

Tufekcioglu

Senem

Turkey

senem(at)permacultureturkey.org;
senemt(at)gmail.com

Valbuena

Javier

Colombia

javier_valbuena_v(at)hotmail.com

Valbuena

Ricardo

Colombia

rival77(at)yahoo.com

Veillon

Magali

United States

magaliveillon(at)yahoo.com

Wallower

Tres

United States

tres.wallower(at)wfadvisors.com

Watkins

Tony

Australia

awa06449(at)bigpond.net.au

Waugh

Trish

New Zealand

trish(at)landscapedesign.net.nz

Wauters

Guy

Belgium

info(at)stroompunt.be;
info(at)euratco.be

Weintz

Aurelia

Egypt

aureliaweintz(at)gmail.com

Wolf

Frank

Wong

Idy

Hong Kong

wly(at)kfbg.org

Wykman

Harry Byrne

Australia

harry(at)ptpc.com.au;
harrybw(at)iinet.net.au

Yammine

Fouad

Lebanon

ezetreal(at)gmail.com

Zohar

Noga Karmit

Israel

nogazohar(at)gmail.com

Zook

Rico

United States

richard(at)lamafoundation.org

frankwolf2(at)googlemail.com

Tom
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